Making the Most of CRL Collections
CRL webinar
Shedding Light on Nation Building in Vietnam
Teaching Modern History of India
EL MOSAICO

AL CUAL ESTA UNIDA LA BIBLIOTECA DE SEÑORITAS.

AÑO II - TRIM. 2°. Bogotá, 21 de abril de 1860. NÚMERO 16.
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Sección Literaria.

LA MANO. 121
EN EL ÁLBUM DE LA SEÑORITA PAULINA DÍAZ GRA- 
NADOS, poesía, por J. P. Posada. 122
A PAULINA, poesía. 122
EL CANT DEL TOSCO, por Carlos Francisco. 122

No creais, sin embargo, padres de familia, que mis quejas sean dictadas únicamente por un motivo de vanidad. No, mi inquietud tiene un fundamento más grave, como vais a verlo.

Es costumbre en nuestra familia que todo el trabajo para la mantención de la casa recaiga sobre mi hombros...
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CRL Collection Strengths
CRL Collections From All World Regions
CRL cataloged collection – by volume

- Serials
- Dissertations
- News
- Monographs
Supporting original, primary source research on...

Migration

U.S. ethnic newspapers
Dissertations

EINE NEUE BESTIMMUNG DER MOLEKÜLIDIMENSIONEN

INAUGURAL-DISSERTATION
ZUR ERLANGUNG DER PHILOSOPHISCHEN DOKTORWÜRDE
DER HOHEN PHILOSOPHISCHEN FAKULTÄT
(MATHEMATISCH-NATÜRWISSENSCHAFTLICHE SEKTION)
DER UNIVERSITÄT ZÜRICH
VORGELEGT
VON
ALBERT EINSTEIN
AUS ZÜRICH

Begutachtet von den Herren Prof. Dr. A. KLEINER
und Prof. Dr. H. BURKHARDT

LA LUTTE CONTRE LES MOUCHES A L'ARMÉE D'ORIENT

THESE PRÉSENTÉE
À LA FACULTÉ DE MÉDECINE ET DE PHARMACIE DE LYON
ELEVE À L'ÉCOLE DE MÉDECINE ET DE PHARMACIE DE LYON
PROMOSSÉ LE 11 JUILLET 1910
PAR
François-Pierre Fournier

LYON
A. REY, IMPRIMEUR-EDITEUR DE L'UNIVERSITÉ
4, RUE CANTIL
JUILLET 1910

L'INDUSTRIE AUTOMOBILE EN FRANCE ET À L'ÉTRANGER

UNIVERSITÉ DE PARIS — FACULTÉ DE DROIT

Thèse pour le Doctorat
Présentée et soutenue le 14 Juin 1930, à 14 heures
PAR
PAUL WEINBERGER

Président : M. OULIOT, Professeur
Sous-préside : M. APFALN, Professeur
M. R. FICARD, Professeur

LES ÉDITIONS MODERNES
6, rue de l'Abbaye — PARIS
1930
Foreign doctoral dissertations
Supporting original, primary source research on . . .

Trade & Industry

Historical U.S. trade and industrial journals
Government Documents and Archives
Colonialism

Report to the Secretary of State for the Colonies by the Parliamentary Delegation to Kenya
January, 1954

Presented by the Secretary of State for the Colonies to Parliament by Command of Her Majesty
February, 1954

Publications and records of colonial governments
International & Area Studies
Newspapers and documents from conflict zones
E-CRL Collections – items by collection

- Foreign Newspaper: 25%
- Domestic Newspaper: 20%
- Ethnic Newspaper: 6%
- Special Collections: 5%
- Dissertation: 3%
- Monograph: 9%
- Serial: 14%
- Foreign Gov. Doc.: 18%
CRL Collection Partnerships
World Newspaper Archive

- Partnership between CRL member libraries and Readex
- Historical content from Africa, Latin America, South Asia
- Community sourced, community controlled
- Favorable member pricing through CRL
Project CERES (Partnership in Agriculture)

- Partnership with USAIN and AgNIC
- Digitization and archiving of Core Historical Literature of Agriculture, extension publications, etc.
- Cooperative archiving of primary serial collections
Linda Hall Library (Partnership in STE)

- Access to 50,000 current and historical journals from CRL/LHL
- Document delivery through Rapid ILL
LLMC-Digital  (Partnership in Law)

- Over 63 million pages converted legal and government texts
- Targeted digitization from CRL, member library collections
- Access to LLMC-Digital for all CRL libraries
Accessing CRL Collections - Borrowing
Sending ILL Requests

CRL accept requests via

• OCLC—ILLiad (symbol: CRL)
• Fax: 773-955-9732
• Postal service
• Access Services Department email asd@crl.edu
CRL’s Partners in Resource Sharing

• Linda Hall Library of Science, Engineering & Technology
• Prospector
• Rapid
• Connect NY
• Borrow Direct
• UBorrow
• Others as member demand arises
Shipping CRL Materials: Loans

- Loan period
  - 6 months with unlimited renewals
  - May be recalled for another CRL member
- UPS 2\textsuperscript{nd} day delivery
Shipping CRL Materials: Articles

CRL sends copies via

- Odyssey
- Email pdf
- Fax
- Postal Service
CRL’s Shipping and Loan Policies

• 24-hours response time
• Possible delays:
  - citation problem
  - not on shelf
• 90% one-day turnaround time
Accessing CRL Collections - Digital Delivery
Access to CRL Digital Items

- Initiated by an ILL request
- 5-10 business days turnaround
- URL delivered via email
Access to CRL Digital Items
Access to CRL Digital Items

1. From CRL Digital Collections Page

2. From ‘Digital Version’ link in catalog

For off-campus access to “Members Restricted” digital items: add CRL to proxy server configuration
Local Setup to Access CRL Digital Collections

Off-Campus Access through Proxy
hwww.crl.edu/node/6371

CRL Shibboleth
www.crl.edu/node/10769
Reading Room for Visiting Scholars

- Three business days advance notice
- Monday-Friday 9:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.
Borrowing materials from CRL: ILL tutorial -
Duration: 5 minutes, 59 seconds.

www.youtube.com/crldotedu
Problems? Concerns? Contact us in Access Services

- CRL: 800-621-6044 or 773-955-4545
- Kevin Wilks ext.314, wilks@crl.edu
- Michelle Carver ext.321, carver@crl.edu
- Access Services email, asd@crl.edu
Discovering CRL Resources
Avenues to CRL Resources

• CRL catalog
• Worldcat
• Major web-scale discovery services
• Consortial borrowing services
• Resource sharing systems
• Federated union catalogs
• Your local catalog – Load CRL records
url: http://catalog.crl.edu/
Online Catalog

Dissertations

Search

Keyword

advanced search

Browse by Country and Awarding Institution

Narrow the institution list by country here...

...or simply choose awarding institution here

advanced search

show search tips

Request Items from CRL

Via ILLiad:

Choose CRL member

All other methods »

Borrowing from CRL

Scholars and researchers from CRL member institutions have free and unlimited use of the CRL collections through interlibrary loan.

Learn More »

Unsuccessful Search?

If you are affiliated with one of our member institutions CRL may be able to acquire the material you are looking for through the Demand Purchase Program.
Food matters; on reducing energy use and greenhouse gas emissions from household food consumption

The following items are available online:

This document consists of 203 scans split over 2 files to reduce download time (2 Files)
- Scans 1-100
- Scans 101-203

If the electronic version of this document doesn't meet your needs, you may request a loan of the original by contacting your local library's interlibrary loan department.
Discovering CRL Resources in Your Local Catalog
Record Loading Basics

• Members can load all 1.4 Million Records or a subset of records, such as the records for electronic resources.

• Loading Records for electronic resources is the best way to increase your use of CRL resources.

• Three ways to obtain CRL records
  – Directly from CRL on quarterly schedule,
  – Through a major discovery system,
  – From OCLC’s Worldshare Collection Manager, updated weekly.
Obtaining Records Directly from CRL

- Determine which records you would like to obtain
  - All records,
  - Electronic resource records,
  - Custom group based on common characteristic such as format, language or place of publication,
- Contact Yoseline Louisma at ylouisma@crl.edu to establish your profile, provide a contact and receive your FTP authorization,
- Download the initial file of records,
- Download updates on schedule.
Obtaining Records From Discovery Systems

- Records are provided to all of the major discovery systems:
- Records are updated quarterly: January, April, July, & October,
- You choose the CRL collection,
- Collection contains all of CRL’s records,
- Configuration issues are resolved with the system vendor.
Obtaining CRL Records from Worldshare Collection Manager

- Collection Manager
  - Search Collections with "crl", My Selected Collections
  - Collection Actions
    - Filter by
      - Select
      - Reset

- Collection
  - Center for Research Libraries (CRL) eResources, Monographs
    - Collection ID: customer.93175.5
  - Center for Research Libraries (CRL) eResources, Newspapers
    - Collection ID: customer.93175.10
  - Center for Research Libraries (CRL) eResources, Serials
    - Collection ID: customer.93175.8
Frequently asked questions about knowledge base collections in Collection Manager

Collections and data updates

Which collections are available and how many titles have OCLC numbers?

All collections currently available in the WorldCat knowledge base, the underlying database for Collection Manager, are listed in the spreadsheet found on the Release notes page. It is updated monthly to reflect changes to the available collections.

See the spreadsheet of Collections in the WorldCat knowledge base (.xlsx).

The spreadsheet includes the percentage of items in each collection that contain an OCLC number. Items with OCLC numbers can have holdings set in WorldCat and/or can have MARC records output. Note that if a title does not have an OCLC number when you activate the title, you will automatically receive a record if an OCLC number is added at a later time.
Promoting & Optimizing Use of CRL Collections
Reference Consultation

Identifying CRL materials of particular interest

- For researchers
- For classroom use

Identifying particular items for CRL to acquire

For individual assistance finding what you need from CRL’s collection, contact Mary Wilke, email: mwilke@crl.edu
Cooperative Collection Building

http://www.crl.edu/collections/cooperative-collection-building

Through CRL, knowledgeable individuals at college, university, and independent research libraries in the United States, Canada and Hong Kong work together to identify, preserve, and acquire collections that support advanced research and teaching. CRL promotes the efforts of these communities of interest by maintaining access to extensive shared collections. CRL’s three longstanding cooperative collection building programs enable CRL libraries to expand the range of essential source materials available to researchers at their institutions while saving local acquisitions and storage costs.

- Demand Purchase Program
- Purchase Proposal Program
- Shared Purchase Program

CRL’s Member Liaison & Outreach Services Director works with librarians, faculty, and students from member libraries to identify and select materials for addition to CRL collections.
Demand Purchase Program

- **Archival material** - from national governments, NGOs, and other organizations and institutions

- **Foreign Doctoral Dissertations** - from institutions in countries outside of the U.S. and Canada

- **Newspapers** - for which CRL owns at least one day of a newspaper title
  - $2,000 limit per patron per fiscal year
  - Initiated by an ILL request
  - It is the “You demand, we purchase” program

Program used to purchase U.S. newspapers to investigate coverage of the death of Emmett Till.
Demand Purchase Program

Archival material
Governments, agencies, etc.
- U.S. National Archives
- U.K. National Archives
- NGOs and institutions

CRL purchased a copy of the Fort Smith Sedition Trial for a class at Northwestern University.
Demand Purchase Program

Foreign Doctoral Dissertations

• Degree awarding institution must be in a country outside of the U.S. and Canada

• “If not owned, please purchase”

• Signed Copyright Declaration
  - Oxford
  - Cambridge
  - Hong Kong
  - Leeds
  - Manchester

• EThOS (http://ethos.bl.uk/ )
Purchase Proposal Program

When all the German Industrialists files needed by a researcher could not be purchased via the Demand Purchase Program, the rest were purchased via the Purchase Proposal Program.

Shared Purchase Program

In FY16 the Shared Purchase Program bought coverage of an important business trade newspaper that won an award for its coverage of the Savings and Loan Crisis of the 80s.
Topic Guides

CRL offers topic guides listing a selection of key source materials that can support research in various areas. New citations are added from time to time; reformulated guides (marked below) also provide an overview of the current “landscape” of information dissemination and collecting in particular fields, and reference selected online resources available through CRL.

Member libraries are encouraged to reference CRL collection strengths in local subject guides. Options include:

- Linking to CRL topic guides, or to specific titles or archival sets cited in the guides
- Linking to a defined search tab within the CRL catalog, such as “Newspapers” or “Dissertations”
- Consulting with CRL to create customized scripts to search the CRL catalog for particular topics

Sample boilerplate language is available for referencing CRL collections.

Available Topics

- African Studies ★
- Agriculture ★
- Anthropology
- Art and Architecture
- Austria
- Black Studies
- Canada
- China
- Dissertations ★
- Drama and Theater
- Labor
- Latin American Studies
- Law
- Legal Databases: Comparative Analysis ★
- Literature
- Medieval Studies ★
- Middle Eastern Studies ★
- Music
- News ★
- Official Gazettes

Further Reference

Don’t see your topic of interest listed here? We also provide Reference Consultations to help you identify material in our collection that is relevant to your field.

You can get help from Mary Wilke, CRL’s Member Liaison & Outreach Services Director.

https://www.crl.edu/collections/topics
Great Britain

British trade union history collection.

Publisher: World Microfilms Publications
GUIDE: Major works on the trade unions and their leaders from their inception to the present day: microform publications: complete list of titles and index to reels. CRL Reference Folder #90. This microfiche set includes 334 titles and major works on British trade unions. The collection is organized into the following categories: general histories and useful background works; history of individual trades unions and trades councils; biographies and autobiographies of trade union leadership; and reports, documents, trials, etc. The coverage is from 1800, although the majority of works are from the 20th century.

Catalog Record  Online Guide

Rare radical and labour periodicals of Great Britain.

Publisher: Harvester
GUIDE: CRL Reference Folder #190. This three-part set comprised of 108 titles is based on the following work: Harrison, Royden. Warwick guide to British labour periodicals, 1790-1970; a checklist. Individual titles are cataloged in CRL's online catalog.

Catalog Record  Online Guide
Tools for Marketing CRL Locally
Model Practices for Promoting CRL

CRL member libraries including the University of Arkansas, Dartmouth College, Pepperdine University, and the University of San Diego describe CRL’s collections and services in key website pages. The University of Connecticut's Homer Babbidge Library features a description of CRL as an interlibrary loan resource and also as one of several unique collections available to researchers. Carleton University in Ottawa produced a wonderful video interviewing student and faculty users of CRL materials. Many libraries report on CRL activities in newsletters directed to faculty: Pepperdine University announced their new membership, while at longtime member DePaul University, University Librarian Scott Walter reminded faculty of the benefits available from CRL, noting that “DePaul faculty and students are able to make use of a wealth of international collections through our membership.”

There are many place you can integrate references to CRL, including:

- Catalogs and other discovery tools.
- Subject guides (list specific collection categories or items).
- Bibliographic instruction materials.
- Library newsletters.
- Postings on blogs and social media (highlight current CRL acquisitions or webinars).
University of San Diego Library Webpages on CRL

Center for Research Libraries: Home

The Center for Research Libraries is an international consortium of university, college, and independent research libraries.

What is the Center for Research Libraries (CRL)?

The University of San Diego is a member of the Center for Research Libraries, an international consortium of university, college, and independent research libraries. CRL acquires and preserves newspapers, journals, and other primary source materials from a global network of sources, making them available for research and digital delivery. USD faculty, staff, and students are encouraged to use CRL.

What is available through CRL?

CRL’s deep and diverse holdings support research in the history of science, economics, law and government, immigration and population studies, international diplomacy, and cultural studies. Find this material by searching the CRL catalog.

- Largest collection of circulating newspapers in North America (over 16,000 titles with strengths in various global areas and historical U.S. ethnic titles)
- Over 800,000 foreign dissertations (mostly from European institutions) dating back to the 1800s
- Primary legal and government resources, including foreign and U.S. state documents
- Area studies materials—major microform and paper collections from Africa, Latin America, Eastern Europe, the Middle East, South Asia, and Southeast Asia
As part of CRL's Global Resources Forum, topic guides provide insights on key source materials for research in areas of special interest to CRL libraries. The topic guides cover a wide range of subject areas and highlight selected CRL resources and essays that survey current challenges of collecting primary source materials in various subject areas.

You can access a list of CRL topic guides from this link. The guides vary widely in the amount of information they contain about information and CRL resources related to the corresponding subject areas.

What Kind of Resources are Listed in a CRL Topic Guide?

Most Topic Guides include a tabbed section on resources located in the CRL Collections. This CRL Collections tab contains descriptions of a resource or collection as well as a catalog link to the bibliographic record in the CRL catalog, if there is one. Many resources listed on this tab also have an online guide available to highlight items that you might find interesting. See the example below:

**Plant taxonomic literature microfiche collection**

*Publisher:* Meckler/Chadwyck-Healy Publishing  
*Temporal Coverage:* 16th - 19th century

James A. Mears selected 4,679 important works in plant taxonomy from Stafleu and Cowan’s *Taxonomic Literature* (second edition). These works are included in this microfiche collection. The collection has been analyzed and selected works are best found using the guide to the collection. The catalog record link below is a canned search of:

*Catalog Record*  
*Online Guide*
CRL Resources Cited in Library Guides

Dartmouth College

**Corriere della sera**
Complete run from 1959-1985 on microfilm. Some older dates as well.

**Il nuovo corriere della sera**
Holdings range from 1946-1959

**Center for Research Libraries (CRL)**
Excellent source for historical newspapers. You can browse newspapers by country, and then request materials to be delivered to Dartmouth via DartDoc.
Describing CRL for Customized Reference in Local Subject Guides

Researchers at [name of your institution] have access to the extensive primary source collections of the Center for Research Libraries, an international consortium of university, college and independent research libraries. CRL acquires and preserves newspapers, journals, documents, archives, and other resources for research and teaching. You can request an interlibrary loan or have materials digitized on demand.

Suggested additional customization: note CRL collection strengths, such as historical newspapers, government documents, or archival collections; link to one or more of CRL’s topic guides (or link to specific citations); or obtain a customized script to search the CRL catalog for a particular topic.

https://www.crl.edu/membership/boilerplate-text
Boilerplate Text Describing CRL for Local Use

https://www.crl.edu/membership/boilerplate-text

To aid in local promotion of Center for Research Libraries collections and services, CRL has compiled the following boilerplate text. Note that there are also more detailed descriptions available in various sections of this website.

Describing CRL in 40 Words

The Center for Research Libraries is an international consortium of university, college, and independent research libraries. CRL supports advanced research and teaching in the humanities, sciences, and social sciences by preserving and making available to scholars critical primary source material.

Describing CRL in 150 Words

The Center for Research Libraries is an international consortium of university, college, and independent research libraries. CRL provides a shared collection of five million books, journals, documents and newspapers. Long runs of CRL materials can be borrowed for extended periods, and many materials are digitized on demand. CRL is committed to expanding electronic access to international primary source collections, participating in a number of collaborative efforts that have generated over 35 million pages of digitized content to date.

CRL’s resources include:

- The largest circulating collection of newspapers in North America—6,500 international titles (some dating to the 1700s) and 4500 U.S. newspapers (including 2,000 ethnic titles)
- Access to rich holdings in STE print serials through a partnership with the Linda Hall Library of Science, Technology and Engineering
- More than 800,000 non U.S. dissertations
- Area Studies: major collections of news, government documents, and archives from Africa, Latin America, Middle East, Europe...
CRL Promotional Literature

Marketing Tools

CRL provides materials and information to help member institutions promote CRL resources and services locally. To obtain materials, or to discuss ways to promote CRL on campus, please contact members@crl.edu.

CRL Collections Brochures

The depth and diversity of CRL’s primary source materials and collection highlights are showcased in a color printed brochure. Designed to help CRL libraries spread the word among library staff, research and teaching faculty, students, and others, the brochures are available in quantity at no cost on request.

CRL Flyers

CRL’s one-page flyer (which can be customized on request) is designed for mass distribution throughout the library, at faculty and student orientations, and other opportunities. The flyer highlights CRL benefits and privileges that researchers appreciate most:

- Unlimited access to rich and diverse collections; project-length loans
- Digital delivery for many loan requests
- Purchase of materials on demand
Send updates on CRL acquisitions directly to scholars
Sign up for *Connect* newsletter and/or “Scholars Edition”

CRL Connect

Stay Connected

CRL’s e-newsletter reports on new acquisitions, licensing negotiations, and efforts in support of archiving primary source materials in print and digital format, as well as other collaborative initiatives. Keep up to date on CRL news, reports, and webinar programming. Click [here](#) to see a recent issue of *Connect*.

And for scholars...

*CRL Connect: Scholars Edition* is a semi-annual bulletin that notes recent acquisitions and digital initiatives expanding the wealth of primary source materials available to scholars at CRL member institutions. Click [here](#) to see the first issue.

Subscribe to **CRL Connect**

- first name
- last name
- Email *

Subscribe to **CRL Connect Scholars Edition**

- First name
- Last name
- Email *
Questions & Answers

Please join us for a discussion with our presenters.

Please submit your questions in the Chat box.
James Simon  
Vice President, Collections & Services  
jsimon@crl.edu

Amy Wood  
Head, Technical Services  
awood@crl.edu

Kevin Wilks  
Head, Access Services  
kwilks@crl.edu

Mary Wilke  
Director, Member Liaison & Outreach Services  
mwilke@crl.edu

Virginia Kerr  
Head, Communications and Development  
vkerr@crl.edu
Upcoming CRL events

Investing in the Persistence of News: an eDesiderata Forum
Wednesday, October 4
12:00 noon-3:00 p.m. Central Time

Following last year’s successful virtual event, the 2017 Forum will focus on access to news in the commercial landscape. CRL and guest experts will highlight the challenges and explore opportunities for libraries.

Visit www.crl.edu/events to register for events
Stay Connected with CRL

- Visit the CRL website www.crl.edu
- Sign up for *CRL Connect* and *Connect Scholars Edition*: www.crl.edu/connect
- Find CRL on Facebook and Twitter
- Fill out our follow-up survey at http://www.surveymonkey.com/r/CRLWebinarFollowup
- This presentation will soon be available (along with others) on our YouTube channel: www.youtube.com/crldotedu